see. touch. believe.

model

9800

see
This could be the most beautiful wood garage door
you’ve ever seen. Except it’s not wood.
Model 9800 has been magnificently engineered by Wayne-Dalton.
With an artfully molded fiberglass surface concealing durable steel
construction. The high-definition graining will astound your eye.

On the cover, the 7' high horizontal panels of Model 9800 mirror the detailing of this brilliant
coastal-region home. The fiberglass surface, shown in Oak, withstands sun and salt air with virtually
no maintenance. Available with windload-rated structural reinforcements beginning in 2007.

Mahogany

The view amazes. Almost heaven.

The open grain feel of Model 9800 is sculpted in fiberglass using
patented AccuGrain™ technology. Shown here with horizontal
panels in Mahogany, it can handle the harshest winters and brutal
summers with style. Featuring Double Diamond Radiance windows.

Color and texture
reconnect you
with nature.

This Normandy-inspired home has been reinterpreted for its
urban neighborhood. The 8' vertical panels of Model 9800 in
Green are a perfect complement.

touch
How does it make you feel?
Even this close, they’ll never know it’s not genuine hardwood.
Go ahead – touch it. The rich wood graining flows through your
fingertips. In colors recalling the shades of a deep woods trail.

believe

This page, Model 9800 shown in Mahogany.
On the back cover, Model 9800 makes the garage doors a natural part
of the architecture — not an afterthought. The 7 ' high vertical panels
in Walnut blend seamlessly with this mountain lookout home.

Double Diamond Horizontal Design Shown in Clear Glass

This is the best of both worlds.

Bring on the wind,
rain, driveway
soccer practice, the
years. The surface
of Model 9800
won’t warp, crack or
rot like wood. Won’t
dent or ding like
steel can.

panel styles
available radiance™ windows

6.5' and 7' high
vertical style

6.5' and 7' high
horizontal style

8' high vertical style

8' high horizontal style

Kensington Design
Clear Glass

Plain Clear
Glass

Kensington Design
Opaque Glass

Plain Opaque
Glass

Double Diamond Design
Clear Glass

Double Diamond Design
Opaque Glass

Plain Clear Glass

Plain Opaque Glass

Various top section window placements are available.

Oak

Green

Walnut

Gray

Mahogany

Clay

stain colors

It begins with safety. Of course.
Made with award-winning safety technology
including sealed counterbalance, pinch-resistant
door panels and tamper-resistant mounting brackets.

Built for your inner-accountant.
Foamed-in-place R-7.3 insulation helps control
costly heat loss and gain. An acoustic break
helps block street noise. With 360o weather
sealing to stop air infiltration.

Detailing is refined.
Three-section styling on 7 ' high doors gives a
custom design look. Our 8' doors have
four-section styling. All panels have finished
interiors with color-matched, low-profile hinges.

Beauty borrowed from nature.
Model 9800 uses the Accugrain™ technology of
Therma-Tru®, the most respected name in fiberglass
doors. You can coordinate the grain and color of
your new garage door with a Therma-Tru fiberglass
entry door, if you wish.

www.wayne-dalton.com/9800
Visit our website to download Model 9800 styles,
safety features, energy rating and more. It’s also an
easy way to find your nearest Model 9800 Dealer.

Powder-coated hardware
Model 9800 features powder-coated interior hardware
for a sleeker appearance. Want an even cleaner look?
Add an innovative, wall-mounted idrive® garage
door opener.

www.wayne-dalton.com/9800
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